Broadening Our Product Offering

AC-50 Squeeze Handle Actuator
The AC-50 Squeeze Handle Actuator features ergonomic squeeze action and a curved profile specifically designed for easy mounting to tubular construction. Learn More

R4 Rotary Latch with Integrated Bumper
The compact R4-10 Rotary Latch eliminates any noise potential caused by metal-on-metal movement. Learn More

C2 Lever Latch (Sealed)
The sealed C2 Lever Latch delivers secure compression and vibration resistance, and meets door ingress protection requirements. Learn More

67 Concealed Pull (Spring Loaded)
The spring loaded 67 Concealed Pull features a triggered handle and all-metal construction for improved aesthetics and styling. Learn More

R4 Rotary Latch with Dual Trigger
The compact R4-10 Rotary Latch features multiple actuation points that can be triggered by two independent actuators. Learn More

E5 Cam Latch (Plastic)
The all-plastic E5 meets NEMA 4 and IP65 standards for water and dust protection and is ideal for highly corrosive environments and non-conductive latching. Learn More

R4 Rotary Latch with Integrated Bumper (Stainless Steel)
The newest addition to Southco's R4 Series presents false latching and eliminates noise and vibration in harsh operating environments. Learn More

C6 Detent Hinge
The removable C6 Hinge provides aesthetic appeal, and increased corrosion resistance and cycle life. Learn More

56 Spring-Loaded Plunger with 4C Prism Knob
Southco's 56 Series is now available with a 4C Prism Knob, enabling quick-access fastening with color options to designate access points. Learn More

H3-EM Electronic Locking Swinghandle with Integrated ICCLASS® Reader
Southco's Electronic Locking Swinghandles are now offered with integrated MIFARE® reader, HID 125 kHz Prox reader and HID 13.56 MHz ICCLASS® reader (read only). Learn More
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